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INTRODUCTION 

Before beginning any discussion of 
charmstones, it is necessary to provide the basic 
physical criteria used in this study to label an 
artifact as a "charmstone." After reviewing avariety 
of California archaeological literature, it became 
apparent that there is a general consensus as to 
what constitutes a charmstone. The basic criteria 
are as follows: (1) made of stone; (2) entirely 
shaped by manufacturing processes (i.e. , · 
grinding, pecking, or polishing); (3) cylindrical or 
elongate in form (rather than tabular or discoidal); 
(4) generally between 7 and 20 cm. in length; and 
(5) either perforated or non-perforated. While 
these criteria are neither all-inclusive nor extremely 
precise, they provide the simple definition 
necessary for further discussion. 

Charmstones have been found in 
archaeological sites throughout much of California. 
Geographically, charmstones are most common in 
the Central Valley, the Delta, and the San 
Francisco Bay area, bli they have also been found 
in the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada, 0 n 
the coastlines of northern and central California, 
and in the North Coast Ranges and South Coast 
Ranges (Moratto 1984; Elsasser and Rhode 

1996). Charmstones have been found in a variety 
of archaeological contexts: as isolated artifacts 
(Blake 1872); in groups or caches (Latta 1949; 
Sutton 1996); at possible charmstone 
manufacturing sites (Elsasser 1955); as 
unassociated artifacts in larger middens; and as 
burial associations. Because of their association 
with burials, charmstones have played a minor role 
in building regional temporal chronologies (e.g., 
Beardsley 1954). Readers seeking an 
archaeological overview of California charmstones 
are referred to Elsasser and Rhode (1996). 

The question of what charmstoneswere used 
for is an old one in California archaeology. 
California charmstones began to appear in natural 
history literature in the late 1800s (Foster 1868; 
Blake 1872; Abbott 1879), as Califomia was first 
being heavily settled and developed by 
Euroamerican settlers. The earliest of these 
accounts refer to charmstones as "plummets" 
because of their physical resemblance to plumb
bobs. These early accounts of charmstones were 
written by the antiquarian artifact collectors of the 
day, and tended to be sensationalistic and highly 
speculative by today's standards, proposing an 
amazingly wide range of possible uses for these. 
mysteriOUS artifacts. The most common 
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explanation was that they were used as fishing 
sinkers (Blake 1872; Abbott 1879; Rau 1884). 
The term ·charmstone" first appeared in an article 
published by Lorenzo yates in 1889. Yates' article 
is important not only for coining the term 
"charmstone,· but because the label Yates chose 
for these artifacts was derived directly from Native 
American informants'testimony that these artifacts 
were in fact used as charms rather than as utilitarian 
tools. 

The antiquarian fascination with charmstones 
20thwas renewed in the ear1y decades of the 

century, as a new breed of anthropologically
trained archaeologists turned their attention to 
interpreting native California's material culture. 
Many of the antiquarian hypotheses, and 
especially the fishing sinker idea, resurfaced in the 
work of Heye (1921, 1926), Gifford and Schenck 
(1926), and Schenck and Dawson (1929). 
Discussions of charmstone function during this 
period were generally less speculative, however, 
and typically focused on the question of 
ceremonial versus utilitarian use. In terms of 
charmstones, archaeologists of this period made 
disappointingly little use of a growing body of 
ethnographic data generated by Alfred Kroeber 
and his students at the University of California 
beginning in the early 1920s. Unfortunately, the 
ear1y dichotomy between archaeology and 
ethnography on the question of charmstone 
function has continued to the present day. For 
the most part archaeologists have been content to 
re-work the speculations of earlier archaeologists 
in the absence of ethnographic data (but see 
Sutton 1996:52). There has been no systematic 
study of the ethnographic data on this subject, 
and archaeological discussions of charmstone 
function have generally remained within the well
wom rut of ceremonial versus utilitarian function 
(see Moratto 1984). 

In reviewing ethnographic information 0 n 
charmstone use in native California, it became 
apparent that ethnographic accounts of 
charmstone use provide a relatively clear and 
consistent definition of charmstone function. 
Although there were regional and even intra
regional variations in function, Native American 
informants over Ia:rge geographic areas in 
California have given amazingly similar information 

on this subject to ethnographers for almost a 
century. It is argued that this is the logical starting 
pOint for a more effective interpretation of these 
artifacts. The purpose ofthis study is therefore to 
summarize this information. 

METHODS 

A wide range of historical and ethnographic 
materials were consulted during the course of this 
stUdy, and three basic criteria were used to 
determine which ethnographic accounts to 
include in this paper. First, the term 
"ethnographic" will refer here to information 
directly witnessed by the ethnographer or 
provided directly by a Native American informant. 
Second, only ethnographic accounts from 
aboriginal groups native to California were 
included. Similar artifacts appear elsewhere in 
North America (Hodge 1910; Moorehead 1900; 
Pennypacker 1938; Rau 1884; Reiger 1990), but 
an in-depth look at the ethnography of these areas 
is well beyond the scope of this paper. Finally, 
each account had to provide a clear deSCription or 
illustration of the "charmstone" under discussion. 
This was deSigned to eliminate potentially 
confusing references to other types of natural or 
artifactual stones (such as quartz crystals) 
commonly referred to as "charmstones," "Iuck
stones," or simply "charms" (e.g., Levi 1978, Loeb 
1926, Sapir and Spier 1943). Simple descriptions 
such as "plummet-shaped," "pear-shaped," or 
"perforated and oblong" were acceptable in the 
context of other descriptive information. 

These criteria resulted in the identification of 
16 sources of information regarding charmstone 
use among approximately 17 linguistic groups 
(Table 1). Stylistically, these sources can be 
divided into five major categories: antiquarian 
ethnography, Kroeberian ethnography, Culture 
Element Distributions (CEDs), oral narratives (i.e., 
myths), and modern ethnography. These 
materials vary wildly in theoretical outlook, content, 
and thoroughness, making comparison difficult. 
To overcome this difficulty each account was 
reduced to its basic content and plotted in table 
form (Tables 1-3). This simplistic approach is 
useful for conveying uneven information in a 
coherent manner, but. is not advocated as a 
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substitute for the primary sources. In building 
Tables 1-3, sources which discussed charmstone 
use among more than one linguistic group (e.g., 
Gifford and Kroeber 1937) were broken down by 
language family. No information was intentionally 
omitted, although similar information with slight 
differences (for example, " ... hung near salmon 
net" and " ... hung near fishing stream") were often 
subsumed in one category. Negative information 
(for example, a statement that charmstones were 
not manufactured) has also been tabulated, as this 
information proved to be important in defining 
certain attributes. The resulting tables present a 
surprisingly wide range of functions, modes of 
use, and associated qualities. 

RESULTS 

Function 
On the key question of function (Table 1), the 

ethnographic data overwhelmingly support the 
"ceremonial" or symbolic explanation long ago 
advocated by Kroeber (1925:936) and other 
ethnographers, but generally treated with 
suspicion by archaeologists. Although the 
sources attributed a surprisingly wide range of 
supematural powers to charmstones, the 
overriding theme was their ability to influence the 
outcome of natural phenomena such as fish runs, 
animal behavior, drought, and sickness. A 
subtheme emerged, especially in northern 
Califomia, indicating that they were also used to 
control social phenomena such as love, gambling, 
and war. 

The most commonly reported charmstone 
function was their use as hunting and fishing 
charms. While these themes were repeated 
throughout different regions of the state, the 
actual physical use as hunting charms varied 
considerably: they might be, "tied over openings 
in [a] deer fence" (Gifford and Kroeber 1937:186); 
hung at good hunting places; or, "put into the 
stuffed deerhead decoy, for luck" (Kroeber 
1930:391). Use as fishing charms was Similar-
they were generally hung on a pole near a fish net 
or weir or on a tree next to the stream. A Wappo 
informant told Yates that they were believed to, 
"travel in the night through the water to drive the 
fish up the creeks to favorite fishing places, or 

through the air to drive the land game up towards 
certain peaks and favorite hunting grounds" 
(1889:304). 

Another commonly reported function (in 
northem Califomia) was in curing sickness. 
Informants from three different Pomo groups 
linked charmstones to curing doctors, "who might 
have one in outfit and touch [the] patient with it to 
cure illness" (Gifford and Kroeber 1937:185). 

Among the groups of southern Califomia, 
charmstones are most strongly associated with 
rainmaking ceremonies, a function absent from 
northern California ethnographic accounts. This 
theme is illustrated in a Yokuts informant's account 
of a rain-doctor's attempt to bring rain: "He put a 
little water on the unuk [charmstone] before he 
sang to make it rain. If he dipped it in the water and 
then sang and danced, he could bring a flood" 
(Latta 1949:204). Similar ethnographic evidence 
appears in other accounts of the Yokuts and 
neighboring Chumash (Henshaw 1885; Driver 
1939), while a Chumash oral narrative clearty links 
charmstones to thunder and lightning (Blackbum 
1975). It is interesting to note that Latta's account 
also strongly ties charmstones to fishing success. 
Anecdotal evidence from the earty settlers that 
Latta interviewed suggests that the purpose of the 
Yokuts rainmaking ceremonies was in fact to, 
"bring water into streams during drought, and to 
induce the large trout of Tulare Lake to migrate up 
the various branches of the lower Kaweah River" 
(1949:201). 

Various other "supernatural" abilities have also 
been attributed to charmstones: controlling wild 
fires, bringing fresh air into a house, and bringing 
luck in love, gambling and war. Unfortunately, 
however, these themes are not recurring in the 
literature, and are treated with suspicion by this 
author. They do, however, suggest the 
influences of enculturation and/or the dynamic 
nature of an artifact's role within a given culture. 

Finally, four utilitarian functions are also 
mentioned, but follow a similar pattern--none of 
them are mentioned in more than one account. 
Three of these functions (fire drill, skin-processing 
tool, and weaving tool) appear in a single account 
of the Sierra Miwok (Barrett and Gifford 1933). The 
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authors themselves question the veracity of the 
informant's information, stating, 'We suspect that 
these attributed uses were only guesses on the 
part of the informant" (p.213). It is important to 
mention that one ethnographic accOunt does 
clearly state that charmstones were used as net 
sinkers (Gifford and Kroeber 1937:217). 
Puzzlingly, however, this account also says that 
charmstones were found, rather than 
manufactured, and that they were feared--both of 
which are traits of "charm" Objects. It is possible 
that they were used in this case as net-weights 
that had the added value of bringing good fortune 

Use and Storage 
The reported modes of physical use of 

charmstones (Table 2) roughly parallels the 
information regarding function. As mentioned 
above, charmstones were commonly hung near 
fishing or hunting areas, often above the fish net 
or deer net. They might also be worn on a cord 
around the neck by a hunter (Collier and Thalman 
1991:134) or a shaman (McKem 1922:254). 
Again, the pattern for southern California was quite 
different. Their use as charms for bringing rain 
took place in a ceremonial setting, where they 
might be sprinkled with seed or other offerings, 
ritually dipped in water, or sung over by a rain 
doctor. 

Reported modes of storage included burying 
charmstones underground, storing them (by 
shaman) with shaman's gear, keeping them in or 
near deer-head hunting decoys, and keeping 
them inside family dwellings. 

It is interesting to note that the ethnographic 
information concerning the actual phYSical use and 
storage of charmstones appeared less coherent 
than that for function .. There are three possible 
explanations for this lack of coherence: (1) the 
ethnographic data simply reflect the loss of 
traditional knowledge; (2) traditional practices of 
charmstone use and storage varied significantly 
from group to group prior to contact; and (3) the 
information regarding' use and storage practices 
was undeHeported, and the small sample size did 
not allow clear patterns to emerge. While this 
diversity may help archaeologists explain their 
findings on a case-by-case basis (indeed, an 
account can be found to explain the presence of 

charmstones in almost any archaeological 
context), it offers nothing but confusion to those 
hoping to use ethnographic literature to actually 
guide their research. 

Charmstones and Social Roles 
Perhaps the most useful pattern this study 

identified was the clear association between 
charmstones and shamanism (Table 3). 
Ethnographic accounts throughout California 
emphasized the supernatural nature of 
charmstones--and the need for a religious 
specialist to properly harness their power. 
Differences seemed to exist between southern 
and northern California. however. 

Accounts from northern California commonly 
portrayed charmstones as dangerous items that 
might harm the wrong people: ''They were 
powerful and most people wouldn't touch them" 
(Kroeber 1930:391); "Not brought into house 
because bad for children" (Gifford and Kroeber 
1937:217); and, "Paralysis resulted from touching 
charmstone" (Gifford and Kroeber 1937:185). 
The use of charmstones by shamans as part of a 
curing ritual has already been mentioned, but a 
careful reading of the ethnography reveals that 
shamans were in some cases also involved in 
using charmstones for success in hunting and 
fishing. "Plummet-shaped charmstones [were] 
tied with grapevine over openings in deer fence 
by singing shamans" (Northern Porno; Gifford and 
Kroeber 1937:186); " ... but a shaman or wizard 
would keep [the charmstonej and hang it by a 
string from a pole set by his salmon net or weir ..." 
(Patwin; Kroeber 1930:287). The ethnography 
does not portray charmstone use as exclusively 
within the realm of shamanism, however. A few 
accounts (e.g., Loeb 1926; Gifford and Kroeber 
1937; Collier and Thalman 1991) clearly state that 
they were used individually by hunters or 
fishermen without the help of a shaman. 

Accounts from southern California (i.e. 
Chumash and Yokuts) also clearly tied 
charmstones to shamanism, but in a different way. 
First, there is no mention of charmstones being 
"dangerous" in the wrong hands. Latta's 
informant, for example. tells of would-be rain 
doctors trying to use charmstones in ceremonies 
designed to bring rain: 
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Lots of Indian Doctors tried to learn this 
song. They wanted to be Tripne 
[supernatural] Rain Doctors. They tried to 
sing it, but never learned it right. I heard 
them sing lots of times, but I never sang 
my song for them. They were only 
Ahntru. They wanted to be Tripne (Latta 
1949, 205). 

Latta's account makes no mention of sickness 
or other ill effects stemming from the "misuse" of 
charmstones, nor do any of the accounts from 
southern California. 

Second, accounts of charmstone use from 
southern Califomia tend to portray charmstones as 
something used in the context of public 
ceremony, rather than on an individual basis. 
Henshaw provides one of the more colorful 
accounts: 

The twelve sorcery stones were arranged 
in a circle close together. In the center 
was placed the Tu-caut[aspecial quartzite 
pebble]; chia (the generic name for seed 
meal), together with down from the breast 
ofthe white goose, was then spread over 
the stones. Red ochre was then sprinkled 
over the whole. A dance was held around 
the pile, while three old men sang. 
keeping time with rattles. This or similar 
ceremonies was observed for curing the 
sick, bringing rain, putting out fires in the 
mountains, calling fish up the streams, 
when war was to be made, etc., etc. 
(Henshaw 1885:110). 

Yates' and Latta's accounts (Chumash, 1889; 
Yokuts, 1949) differ somewhat in detail, but also 
describe charmstones being used in the context 
of public ceremony. 

Reported Origin and Sypematural Properties 
Several other reported attributes reinforced 

the symbolic nature of charmstones and their 
apparent association with shamanism (Table 3). 
First, several informants asserted that the 
charmstones were found as is, and were not 
manufactured. While it is somewhat unclear how 
these statements should be interpreted, a Patwin 
account puts the question of origin squarely in the 

realm of symbolism and mythology: "Such a stone 
was said to be a thunderbolt and was usually 
found, according to the owner, buried in the 
ground at the foot of a tree that had been struck by 
lightning" (McKem 1922:254). This concept of a 
non-human origin is common among "magical" or 
"charm" objects. Gifford and Kroeber. for 
example, also report the obsidian spear blades in 
a shaman's kit as being "found, not made by him" 
(Northern Pomo; 1937:199). The association with 
lightning, which was found in two other 
charmstone accounts (Kroeber 1930; Blackburn 
1975), is also common among "charm" items. 
Loeb tells us, for example, that "gambling charms 
were sometimes taken by the Eastern Pomo from 
trees which had been struck by lightning" 
(1926:216). 

Another attribute which was repeated in 
several accounts was the charmstones' ability to 
move by themselves. Yates' account, previously 
mentioned, tells of charmstones herding deer and 
fish; other accounts tell of charmstones running 
away from or. returning to their owners. Self
locomoting objects are in fact common throughout 
Califomia ethnography, and are. generally 
considered "magical" in nature,such as quartz 
crystals or large obsidian blades (e.g., Levi 
1978:47; Collier and Thalman 1991 :368). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The question of charmstone function in native 
Califomia is in fact clearly addressed by the 
ethnographic literature. Although the data are 
neither entirely complete nor entirely consistent, 
they do provide a recognizable picture of the role 
charmstones played in the cultures of prehistoriC 
Califomia. In northern Californiacharmstoneswere 
most frequently used to bring good fortune in 
fishing and hunting, and in curing the sick. In 
southern Califomia they appear to have been 
used primarily in bringing rain, which may have 
been related to fishing success, a second 
reported charmstone function in that area. 
Throughout California, charmstones were used 
primarily by religious speCialists, whether singing, 
curing, or rain doctors. The charmstones' role in 
native cultures as "charm" or "magical" objects is 
further witnessed by several commonly reported 
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attributes: their non-human origin, ability to cause 	 significant, narrative nonetheless provides little 
sickness, powers of self-locomotion, and 	 ·practical" knowledge, as story takes place on a 

mythical level. Both stories associateassociation with thunder. 
charmstones with thunder and lightning. 
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Table 1. Repor1ed functions· ofcharm~1ones. Key: X == positive statement (e.g., used by shaman); 0 := negative statement 
(e.g., not used by shaman); blank boxes "" no information collected. 

lOtarmstones: reported imctions 
..........................................+ ..... !~!~~v~.~!~.!.~~~~.~~.~~.~~~..... j......l~!lttUi.1l 

J 
i, 

~. , 
~ '~1 "i 

u - :g • i:l a·I.: i 1~ ~ 1! 
.~ ., E .! 'Q ~ .f ::3 Ii j~ i .~l~ ~ ~ 
ii § .= .S' ·8 "3's i ! ~ II ~ i 

linguistic Group 11l:::Z: ~ ~ al ::e u'§ "" l.3 St Il:! ~ ! ! ISource 

I~:::..~o~~~~............ ~ ~ ~ x x ;r~~(rKroeoer1937 
Porno'(CentrilY'··.. · ...• " fJilTOnfiiiid 'IerOc:bei '1937 
PomotsOutJi«rir--·~·· X GilronrarufK'rOCOCf 19]7 
Pomo(EUrCin1)'" x x mrroro'iiiia1(TOd;CrI937 
jPomo(SOul'liii:iiiitemr x Giff'or,firld'XTOCbc:r 1'937' 
Pomo(SOiit~wCiitcrii)'" GltfoRfan,flC·roct)Ci·i'9l'1" 

·t::;i~~~§Jr.·.·~··.·.:·.··· x ~ x ~1r:;"""""".·..·.··":·",::·.:··.·.··.·.·. 
Pltwm(R.iV'ci-·j'· ..........· x Gift'oi(riiiiOXrodied~7
·liiitwl'ii...·.......··....······ ......·· x R·rOC:bCr·T~~·....·.. ·· .. ·.. ··....·· 
PiliWiii·· ....··....···.. ··· .. ····..·.. liIiiICernIm..·.... ···....·....·.. · 
INomJii.(l· ................... ........ t,1'aiOrif'inifXrci&'lijl'7 
M.iiaii'{VilTiY'j"..... ·· ..·... x. 'Kroc6iCFl9'3n..•.......······ ..•·.... 
Miwoi·(lAKcY'··......····· x GiITonflitifKiOCDCi1937 
Qlwok'~Coutr"'''''''''' x x x "Colfii:ii·l9l1' ..····.......... .. 
Miwoi·(Simi)........ · ..· X X X '9ilm:ifilinmronH9l3" 
MiwQi·~Stem)..............· :Apsij"l943·..··..··........······ 
Mono'(emfiifSlcriiT I x. A'jn&f~r-'"--'''''
YOkUts ..·.... ··· ...... X X X X r:at1iT~~r .. ·· .. 
YOKuts (SOiitTiiinr" x I x tfayton 1948 . 
Yokuts (SOi.ithCmr··· .x • x Dma: 1939 .....................
yon.!"'............·..···· ..........· xK~'I92S........·····.... ·· .. · 
YolWi,"Ccontii'fSlCiTa) I x AiMkYT~r' .
Clliiriilll:i7YokUts............ nWittliUin'li115" ................. 
CliUfiiiilh............ X Yatn1839 ........· 
Cllumasn......··....·..........·.. }(:.x X X X X X umnsJiaw·'fMJ..·......·..·........ 
·CfiiiIMiih......·..·....·..···· ..··· HimiijOii··f~·jz:.T9.:u·...... 
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Table 2. Reported l1'.IOI1esofuse and storage. Key: X - positive statement (e.g., used by shaman); 0 == negative statement 
(e.g., not used by shaman); blank: boxes == no information collected. 

I ! : iCbanDstoDes: Ule ad a.rue ! I 



. Table: 3. Reported users, origin. and supernatural attributes ofchannstones. Key: X'" positive statement (e.g., used by 
shaman); 0 = negative statement (e.g., not used by shaman); blank boxes = no infonnatjon collected. 

Cbannstones: personnel, ori&illt and lIupematurallttributes 

.............................. ··········~r-~·'·'·rl~··i·····~TTrrli~I ..................................... 


.. 5 l 1j j,g ,"j" j ! i·:.!!j : ; : = i I!! 
; ,. :. i i :~ 

.5 Is r I.- iii it !.8 1i 

~ ~ I:: il' I 18iaI·~ 
·e j ~1:! j!}ili~!I!·llR!l .!!;:: :1'r.= , "'! : Ji ,.5- r.= .:. :':"':.11 ',g·t iii Ii j1 i;g ~ I· i~ li ! lr.= L~ 

UagulsdcGroup hn ~ a u. !:t~!~ ~;j [,9 E§ !If!l~ ISoulft 
IPoriiO{Solitbc:rii) x x x'--rx x Peri 1985 
fiomo·(NO'rtnCiTi)" ....·.... 1 x x x 0 ur£rord·iiiiif~roa;cr·l~l7 
Pomo(Ceti:fBfr ......·...... !.A A A A O1rrora·inifJ::roetiCH~J7· 
Pomo(SOiiOicm)'·· .. ··....· 'Gi'ft"or<rmrKroeoer'1~~7 
Pomo·(F.Utmir····....····· x 0 u X x uaroFiJ'aiifJ::roCbiif'r9l1' 
Pomo'(SOiiiliCiiiiem)"''' IA A '(1iffiircrancrKroc&r'1~37 

e~..;,;mr x "x x x " ~~I:~!=Ix I"" 
Pliwin-{Rfver)"'" .... x 0 x GilfOidiiiid'KWeber 1937 
PiiWiii"-'-'-"'" ._ ..... x () XA, A lGC:iCbCii"T9:JO 
piitWUi·..............·.............. x U A X A Mi,iKCTitim·..·....·..·.. · 
}il'OiilIBki..·..· .................... x 0 x cHtroiifatiifKroeberl937 
Miiidu·(VlilIeYY....·.. 0 JI. Kroeb«l!>lO·· ....··.. ··........ 
Uiwof(Lakc)"·····.. ·· .. ·..· 0 x 0 x x Ix x (jifiOnrliiifXroa;:cr"l~j'" 
MiWOIC'(COUij··..··.... ·.... x x x x x x xx IX COiliCi·~~r····..······..·.... ···· 
f.r;wolC·~Siemr..·...... ..... !.t:imiitfiii1cfOilfora"l~jr
MlwoK'{Sim:a,....······.. x .A:jrui"y·l94j........·..·..·.... 
M'ono'{Ciiiiral'SicmY" x AjiiiliiTty..YlU)......·..........·..· 
yobfs......· ............·..· • x 1:;aHii·I~9·..........··........·......· 
yohits·{SOutlimil....... x x x Oayioii·T94J....·........·.. ·....... 
YotUts'(SOiiffiCiii)"" ..... Imvcr·lm.......... ··· ............ 
~oEits~..............·....... i X.A IKrOCtiCf·lm........·.....··..·.... 

YolwfitCCiiiraT'Sleni) Ix Aiii.itfT94Y .. ·..~·--
CfiiiiNiiliNo"Euts..··....·.. x ~um'1915"" . 
C1iumiiSli'--"' ..·..·.. x x A A A iyalelll50 '"w....... . ",

"ChiiiMIti ........ ··········.... 1A Hmsliaw..l88~·· ............······' 

cfium:iiifi.......... x IHarnrijoid~11~1922·· 
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